Vision

KeHa endeavours to be a significant real estate and private equity fund in Africa;
to provide innovative service with excellence;
to be continually learning and imparting knowledge;
to contribute to social development;
and to adhere to Christian values and principles.

Grow

Who is KeHa Holdings?

Build

KeHa Holdings is a Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) entity, with 100 per
cent of the shareholding held by Previously Disadvantaged Individual’s (PDIs)
and 50 per cent thereof being specifically held by PDI women. KeHa Holdings
has a level 3 rating in terms of the BEE Codes of Good Practice of which the
company’s initial focus is on real estate and financial services.
KeHa Holdings is managed by Kurt Miller. Kurt is a qualified Chartered
Accountant with a Masters in Philosophy (Law) degree in taxation and corporate
law. Kurt was previously employed as a senior transactor at Rand Merchant Bank
and prior to that a tax manager at Andersen Tax and Legal.
KeHa Holdings’ other directors include Michael Louis, strategic initiatives
director of Louis Group (Africa), and Heidi Miller, a banking and finance attorney
formally with Edward Nathan Sonnenbergs.

What does KeHa Holdings do?
l
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Origination, structuring and implementation of real estate and private equity
transactions to ensure the efficient use of capital.
Sourcing of the appropriate investor and bank financing for a transaction,
including mezzanine financing.
For South African investors wishing to invest overseas, transactions are
structured both from a local and offshore perspective (primarily in the United
Kingdom and Europe).
KeHa Holdings is able to structure transactions to ensure the outcome is not
only financially viable, but also complies with BEE regulations.
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Empower
Kurt Miller

KeHa Holdings is managed
by Kurt Miller. Kurt is a qualified Chartered Accountant
with a Masters in Philosophy
(Law) degree in taxation and
corporate law. Kurt was previously employed as a Structured Financier at RMB Investment Bank and
prior to that a tax manager at Andersen Tax and
Legal.

Michael Louis

Michael is director of strategic initiatives, Louis Group
(Africa), one of the largest
privately owned property,
hotels, financial services and
technology companies in
Southern Africa. Michael has
over thirty years of entrepreneurial experience.
His career has encompassed law, politics, agriculture, corporate portfolio management and
business leadership. His leadership acumen has
contributed to Louis Group’s multiple awards
for excellence in leadership and management
as well as garnered personal accolades, such as
the Harvard Team Leader Award.

Heidi Miller

Heidi is an admitted attorney
of the high court of South
Africa. She completed her articles and worked at Edward
Nathan Sonnenbergs, one of
the largest law firms in South
Africa. Her experience includes negotiation and drafting agreements for
multi-million Rand mergers and acquisitions,
including large BEE transactions.
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www.kehaholdings.com

